RUBBER RELICS SIGNATURES
Rubber Relics Signatures feature the top drivers along with a tire swatch and an autograph. Look for parallels #’d/25 or less and 1 of 1.

SLINGSHOT
These cards will be extremely scarce, like the Whammy cards in Donruss Baseball. They will feature some of the most iconic drivers in the sport and will be very collectible.

SIGNIFICANT SIGNATURES
Significant Signatures features some of the more legendary drivers in the sport, along with a few current stars. Look for parallels #’d/25 or less and 1 of 1.
STUDIO SIGNATURES

With a nod to the Studio brand, these cards will have that same look and feel. The drivers will be pictured in black and white portrait style images. Look for parallels #’d/25 or less and 1 of 1.

ELITE SERIES

Look for these Elite Series inserts, which are staples from the Donruss lineage.

RETRO SIGNATURES 1985

A nod to the history of the Donruss brand utilizes the 1985 design with a twist. Take that design and add a signature of one of the top drivers in the sport and it’s a surefire winner.
RETRO 1985

This extension of the base set features cards with a blast from the past, a nostalgic 1985 Donruss design.

RETRO 1985 VARIATIONS

Look for variations of the base versions which could include a name change or a different image. These variations will provide a fun chase to set building.
HOBBY CONFIGURATION

• 10 CARDS PER PACK
• 24 PACKS PER BOX
• 20 BOXES PER CASE

BOX BREAK
9 BASE SET PARALLELS,
12 INSERTS/INSERT PARALLELS
AND 3 AUTOS OR MEMORABILIA CARDS.

SELLING POINTS

• Look for Rubber Relic Signatures, which feature an autographed memorabilia card.

• Find Signature Series cards, including of NASCAR’s top drivers and some of the brightest young stars in the sport.

• Chase the Retro Signatures, featuring the iconic 1985 Donruss baseball design.

• Look for the rare Slingshot cards, which take a fun look at some iconic drivers.